
Biography
De Sede has its origins in a small but skilled saddler's workshop in 
Klingnau, Switzerland. The craftsmen there committed themselves to 
transforming the best possible leather into seating furniture. Their 
years of experience and diligence enabled them to create handcrafted 
leather furniture of singular quality. In 1965, the family-run business 
became a joint-stock company called De Sede AG, but remained 
faithful to their original guiding principles. The company developed 
rapidly from this moment onwards: top designers of international 
caliber were brought on board to create seating furniture, additional 
manufacturing facilities were opened, and an international distribution 
network was established. Sophisticated designs that skillfully integrate 
traditional and precise Swiss workmanship swiftly gained the brand an 
international reputation. Today, De Sede AG presents itself as a 
leading manufacturer of exclusive leather furniture. 

Concept
The de Sede boxing glove, DS-2878, manufactured at 7:1 scale, is a 
re-edition from 1978 and brings popular boxing into your own four 
walls – whether for boxing fans, the young at heart, boxing athletes or 
aficionados of the cult. As with the original, the detailed boxing glove 
figure comes with a two-color cover, the typical folds at the edges, and 
a striking lacing at the glove opening, which is also the foot end of the 
sofa. Soft de Sede leather and ingeniously detailed upholstery ensure 
extraordinary seating comfort. Matching to the re-edition of the 
DS-2878, de Sede boxing fans can get their hands on a very special 
accessory: a punching bag made of leather. Be it for cult decoration or 
real training equipment, boxing flair finds its way into the living room. 
to the ceiling with a three-part metal chain fixture.

Sofa Boxing Glove Modular model “DS-2878”
Manufacture by De Sede AG

Italy, 1970s
Leather

Measurements
 210 cm x 170 cm x 86h cm

82,6 in x 66,9 in x 33,8h in

Literature
 This piece has been attributed based on 

archival documentation, such as vintage catalogs, 
designer records, or other literature sources.
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